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October 10, 1938.
Isaac Ellis Pedlow
Renfrew, Ont., Canada.

Good Morning,
Cousin Pedlow:

We had the unexpected pleasure of a visit Saturday,
the 8th, of a visit from Jonathon B. Francis, Indian Head,
Sask., and a neighbor of his, a French Canadian, who were
down here to see what is the latest method of combating the
devastating grasshoppers.

J.B. is the son of Hervey Francis, the son of
Jonathon Francis, who married Margaret Carswell. The Margaret
Carswell at Renfrew can tell you all about the relationship.
It has been but a year that I discovered J.B., a result of
my wife’s and daughter’s trip into Canada; also that there
was a Miss Margaret Carswell in Renfrew to whom I’ve been
referred as one who can tell me a great deal about the
Francis family. I’ve written her without reply and J.B. tells
me that she has her hands full tending a brother dying of
cancer.

The occasion of writing you today is to ask that you
kindly have copies made of the “two or three old letters
written by my grandfather Pedlow to James Francis, his
brother-in-law”. This is taken from your letter of the 29th
August, 1935.

Realizing that age and its infirmities play havoc
with all of our good intentions I’m hoping that you can
attend to this with early despatch.

It has been your belief that a Pedlow married James
Francis, instead of Rachel Stuart, based upon the information
given you by the old gardner you met in Ireland. Above you
call him the brother-in-law of James Francis. I’m trying to
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get more information, perhaps your old letters will have
something, that will enable me to find someone who knows
about Elisha Francis family who settled at Pawtucket. Elisha
was, I’ve discovered, ten years older than James and was the
first to leave Ireland.  

Cordially,

Edgar A. Francis
Edgar A. Francis

Ed.Note: Created from Edgar’s file copy which did not have the letterhead or signature
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